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The qualities of perception depend not only on the sensory inputs
but also on the brain state before stimulus presentation. Although
the collective evidence from neuroimaging studies for a relation
between prestimulus state and perception is strong, the interpre-
tation in the context of sensory computations or decision processes
has remained difficult. In the auditory system, for example, previous
studies have reported a wide range of effects in terms of the
perceptually relevant frequency bands and state parameters (phase/
power). To dissociate influences of state on earlier sensory repre-
sentations and higher-level decision processes, we collected behav-
ioral and EEG data in human participants performing two auditory
discrimination tasks relying on distinct acoustic features. Using
single-trial decoding, we quantified the relation between prestimulus
activity, relevant sensory evidence, and choice in different task-
relevant EEG components. Within auditory networks, we found that
phase had no direct influence on choice, whereas power in task-
specific frequency bands affected the encoding of sensory evi-
dence. Within later-activated frontoparietal regions, theta and
alpha phase had a direct influence on choice, without involving
sensory evidence. These results delineate two consistent mecha-
nisms by which prestimulus activity shapes perception. However,
the timescales of the relevant neural activity depend on the specific
brain regions engaged by the respective task.
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Sensory percepts depend not only on the environmental inputs
but also on the internal brain state before stimulus pre-

sentation (1). Many studies have shown that the accuracy and
speed of sensory performance change with the power and timing
(phase) of rhythmic activity during a prestimulus period (2, 3).
Studies in the auditory system, for example, have demonstrated
that performance in detecting sounds and gaps in noise, or the
discrimination of lexical stimuli, varies with the power and phase
of rhythmic activity between about 1 and 12 Hz (4–9).
Although the collective evidence makes a strong case that

prestimulus state shapes the processing and perceptual conse-
quences of sensory inputs, the functional interpretation of these
findings in the context of specific sensory computations or higher
cognitive processes has remained difficult (7, 10, 11). Electro-
physiological studies in animals have described the state de-
pendency of firing rates relative to cortical oscillations (12–15).
Hence, it is tempting to interpret the reported prestimulus ef-
fects in neuroimaging studies as direct evidence for a link be-
tween the neural gain of early sensory cortices and perception.
However, this is difficult for two reasons. First, previous studies
have used different behavioral protocols (detection and dis-
crimination) and stimuli (tones in silence or noise, gaps in noise,
or speech), and each has implied different frequency bands and
state parameters as relevant (from 1 to 12 Hz, reporting effects
for phase, power, or both). Second, given the coarse spatial
resolution of neuroimaging, it has often been difficult to localize
the observed correlation of prestimulus state with perception to
a specific neural process or brain region. Hence, it remains un-
clear whether previously reported prestimulus influences indeed
originate from auditory cortices, possibly reflecting changes in

sensory gain, or result from other high-level regions that are in-
volved in general decision making.
To disambiguate these two possibilities, we collected behav-

ioral and EEG data during two auditory discrimination tasks
relying on distinct acoustic features in the same participants. To
dissect different stages of the sensory–perceptual cascade, we
used single-trial decoding to separate earlier auditory from later
decision-related activity (16–18). We then used linear modeling
to quantify the relation between prestimulus activity, task-relevant
sensory evidence, and perceptual choice within each of these
components. This allowed us to directly quantify whether putative
correlations of prestimulus activity with perceptual choice are
mediated by an impact of prestimulus state on early auditory
evidence, or arise from higher cognitive processes activated sub-
sequent to early sensory representations.

Results
Behavioral Results. The discrimination tasks used here were mod-
eled based on a previous target-in-background detection task that
had revealed pretarget influences on perception similar to those
reported in other auditory studies (4). Subjects performed fre-
quency and intensity discrimination tasks on different days and
judged which of two brief tones was higher in pitch (louder). Each
tone lasted 50 ms (with a 50-ms delay) and the second tone was
always the standard, whereas the first was higher or lower in
pitch (or intensity) across seven levels of difficulty titrated around
each participant’s threshold (Fig. 1A). Targets were presented on
a background cacophony created from the superposition of many
naturalistic sounds (4). The complete sensory evidence necessary
to perform the task (i.e., both target tones) was available 150 ms
after target onset.
Group-level psychometric curves (n = 13 participants) are shown

in Fig. 1B, and demonstrate the comparable performance across
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tasks [paired t test, t(12) = 2.993, P = 0.096]. The target tones were
presented at six different time points relative to background to
avoid expectancy effects (19, 20). There was no significant effect of
target position on performance [frequency: ANOVA, F(5, 72) = 0.33,
P = 0.892; intensity: F(5, 72) = 1.41, P = 0.231], suggesting that any
dependency of perception on pretarget activity arises from neural
processes not strictly entrained by the acoustic background (4, 5, 9).

Decoding Task-Relevant Sensory Evidence from EEG Activity. Using
single-trial decoding applied across all stimulus levels, we
searched for one-dimensional projections that maximally differed
between the two conditions that participants were discriminating,
namely which of the two tones was higher (in pitch or intensity).
For both tasks, the decoding performance quantified by the re-
ceiver operator characteristic (ROC) was significant shortly after
target presentation (randomization test, P < 0.01, corrected for
multiple comparisons along time; Fig. 2A). We assessed the
relevance of each projection for encoding task-relevant sensory
evidence by computing neurometric curves for stimulus dis-
crimination and neurobehavioral correlations (Fig. 2B). For both
tasks, the neurobehavioral correlations were significant shortly
after target presentation (randomization test, P < 0.01). Example
neurometric curves are shown in Fig. 2C.
The scalp projections of the discriminating EEG components

exhibited a systematic temporal pattern. Clustering projections
in time revealed three distinct components for each task, which
shared similarities between tasks. The average scalp projections
and time epochs for each component are shown in Fig. 2D. The
first component covered the time epoch during which the two

target tones were being presented (up to t ∼0.150 s). The second
reflected typical auditory activations with central topographies
(spanning 0.14–0.28 s for intensity and 0.13–0.28 s for frequency;
termed the “auditory” component). For the intensity task this
component was bilateral, whereas for the frequency task it was
more right-lateralized, in agreement with the understanding that
distinct auditory networks are involved in intensity and frequency
judgments (21, 22). The third component comprised frontoparietal
activations (spanning 0.28–0.4 s; termed “frontoparietal”), likely
reflecting the transformation from auditory inputs to awareness
(17, 23). The topography of this component differed between tasks
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Fig. 1. Experimental paradigm and behavioral data. (A) Experimental par-
adigm. Target sounds (pure tones, each lasting 50 ms, 50-ms intertone in-
terval) were presented at one of six possible time points (2.4 + n*0.033 s, n =
0, . . ., 5) during a continuous acoustic background. The first tone varied in
frequency (intensity) and was either increased or decreased by one of seven
levels (titrated around each participant’s psychometric threshold; Δ) relative
to the second tone, which was the standard. (B) Group-level psychometric
curves for each task, averaged across target positions (mean and SEM across
participants; n = 13 participants). (C) Group-level performance (mean and
SEM across participants) vs. target position, averaged across stimulus levels.
There was no significant effect of target position (main text).
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Fig. 2. Single-trial decoding of task-relevant evidence. (A) Performance of a
linear classifier discriminating the two stimulus conditions (which tone was
higher/lower) quantified using the ROC. Classification was performed using
the EEG activity within 80-ms sliding windows (the time axis refers to the
beginning of each window). Time is relative to target onset, and significance
is relative to a randomization test (dashed lines; P < 0.01). (B) Correlation of
psychometric curves with neurometric curves constructed from each classi-
fier, with significance relative to a randomization test (dashed lines; P <
0.01). (C) Illustration of neurometric curves (derived from component 2, red,
in D) together with the group-averaged psychometric curves (taken from
Fig. 1). (D) K-means clustering the scalp projections of the classification
components revealed three temporally continuous clusters that were con-
sistent across participants and tasks. The first cluster spanned the period of
target presentation (black), the second reflected early auditory activations
(red), and the third reflected later frontoparietal activations (blue). (E)
Stimulus discrimination performance and neurobehavioral correlations for
each of the three components, with significance relative to a randomization
test (dashed lines; P < 0.01). Lines and shaded areas as well as error bars
show mean and SEM across participants (n = 13).
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in line with the notion that late frontoparietal EEG components
reflect the heterogeneity of response strategies and latencies in
sensory decision tasks (24). The between-subject similarities of
each component did not differ between tasks [Fig. S1A; paired t
tests, t(12) = 1.7, P = 0.10; t = 1.3, P = 0.2; and t = 1.2, P = 0.22,
respectively]. The second and third components exhibited signifi-
cant sensitivity to the stimulus condition in both tasks (ROC above
0.5; randomization test, P < 0.01), whereas the first component did
not (Fig. 2E). Given that the first component did not capture
significant task-relevant evidence and spanned a time period
during which target presentation was not yet complete, we ex-
cluded this component from subsequent analysis. Neurobehavioral
correlations were significant and strongest for the auditory com-
ponent in both tasks, and for the frequency task they were sig-
nificant only for this component (Fig. 2E).

Pretarget Influences in Auditory Networks.Having identified EEG
components that characterize the networks carrying task-rel-
evant sensory evidence allowed us to ask whether pretarget
activity within these networks had a significant influence on
perceptual choice. Hence, we exploited the low-dimensional
projections defined by these classification components as windows
onto specific neural processes involved in the sensory–perceptual
transformation (16–18). Importantly, by extracting the component

separately for each participant and task, we avoided the assump-
tion of a common localization of effects across tasks or subjects,
which has often been made in previous studies. Rather, we in-
vestigated prestimulus activity within the most relevant activity
components for each participant and task. Based on previous
studies, we expected to find an influence of pretarget activity on
perception. However, it remained unclear whether these influ-
ences would be across tasks and whether they were mediated by
sensory evidence reflected by the respective component.
Based on the weights associated with each component, we

derived projections of the relevant single-trial activity separately
for each task and participant (Fig. 3A). From these projections,
we then extracted the oscillatory power and phase during a
pretarget period and determined for which time-frequency bins
there was a significant relation between these and choice (“direct
influence” model I; Fig. 3B). For both tasks, this revealed no
effects of either power or phase on choice (Fig. 3C; at P <0.05;
here and in the following, all results are derived using cluster-
based permutation controlling for multiple comparisons across
time-frequency bins and are corrected for comparisons across
regression models, parameters, and tasks using false discovery
rate). We then asked whether pretarget activity was related to
the sensory evidence (Ytask) encoded by the respective EEG
components (model II; Fig. 3C). Indeed, for both tasks, this
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Fig. 3. Pretarget activity within auditory networks and relation to choice. (A) Single-trial activity within the auditory EEG component (cf. Fig. 2) was derived
by projecting the data, X(t), onto the respective subspace carrying the task-relevant information, Ytask(t), separately for each participant, trial, and task.
(Lower) Single-trial activity, Ytask(t), for one participant across trials is displayed. The gray box indicates the time window at which the discriminating com-
ponent was computed. (B) Possible pathways by which pretarget activity could influence perception. Model I tested for a direct influence of power/phase on
choice without involving sensory evidence; model II tested for an influence of power/phase on sensory evidence (Ytask); model III tested for a combined effect
of power/phase and evidence on choice. Comparing models II and III allowed testing for a mediation effect of state influences on choice through evidence,
hence detecting statistical influences of pretarget activity on choice that are most likely explained by a putative influence on evidence. (C) Group-level re-
gression statistics for both tasks and models I and II (showing group-level t values for power and group-level averages for phase). Significant time-frequency
clusters are indicated in black (at P <0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons across time-frequency bins, and FDR-corrected across regression models and
tasks; n = 13 participants). The effect of sensory evidence on choice was significant for both tasks (main text). Within these auditory networks there was no
direct effect of power or phase on choice.
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relation was significant: for the frequency task at low frequencies
(2–6 Hz, −0.6 to −0.1 s; Tsum = 66, P = 0.001) and the beta band
(16–36 Hz, −0.3 to −0.1 s; Tsum = 77, P = 0.002), and for the
intensity task in the alpha and beta bands (8–18 Hz, −0.6 to −0.1 s;
Tsum = 46, P = 0.01). For neither task was there a significant
effect of phase on evidence. Further, for both tasks, sensory
evidence had a significant influence on choice [model III; fre-
quency: t(12) = 3.3, P = 0.006; intensity: t = 3.3, P = 0.006], as
expected from the neurobehavioral correlations reported above.
Using additional analysis, we ruled out that systematic changes in
the loudness of the acoustic background before the target sounds
had a systematic influence on evidence or choice (cf. Fig. S1B
and SI Results). These results suggest that pretarget activity in
auditory networks has no direct effect on choice. Rather, the
power in task-specific frequency bands influences the single-trial
sensory evidence reflected by these networks, which in turn in-
fluences choice. Hence, any potential influence of power on
choice (that may not have reached significance here) is likely
mediated through an effect on sensory evidence.

Pretarget Influences in Frontoparietal Networks. For this EEG
component, we found consistent effects of pretarget phase on
choice (Fig. 4). For the frequency task this was prominent in the
alpha band (7–14 Hz; −0.4 to −0.1 s; Tsum = 5.0, P = 0.003), and
for the intensity task in the theta band (2–6 Hz; −0.6 to −0.1 s;
Tsum = 3.9, P = 0.005). For the intensity task there was also an
influence of alpha power on choice (10–16 Hz; −0.4 to −0.1 s;
Tsum = 31, P = 0.013). Importantly, for neither task did we ob-
serve a significant effect of either phase or power on sensory
evidence. In addition, for neither task did sensory evidence have
a significant influence on choice, although the effect was close to
significance for intensity [frequency: t(12) = 1.1, P = 0.27; in-
tensity: t = 2.1, P = 0.056], similar as for the neurobehavioral

correlations reported above. This suggests that the influence of
pretarget phase on choice is unlikely to be mediated by an in-
fluence of phase on the sensory evidence carried by this fron-
toparietal component. However, to further rule out this option,
we investigated the statistical mediation effect of phase and
power on choice through evidence (cf. Fig. 3B). Mediation ef-
fects for the time-frequency clusters with significant choice in-
fluences were not significant for either power or phase in either
of the two tasks (at P <0.05). Again we ruled out an influence of
background loudness on evidence or choice (cf. Fig. S1B and SI
Results). These results suggest that pretarget influences emerging
within frontoparietal networks are mediated by mechanisms not
directly involving the sensory evidence but rather reflect later-
activated and general decision-driving processes.

Discussion
These results delineate two mechanisms by which prestimulus
activity shapes perception consistently across tasks: one affecting
the quality of early sensory representations by the power of rhythmic
activity, and one involving changes in later decision-making pro-
cesses aligned to the phase of delta and alpha activity. Thereby they
reconcile previous reports in auditory studies by referring effects to
two separate mechanisms. Further, they suggest that the observed
variability in the relevant frequency bands arises from the engage-
ment of distinct sensory and decision-related networks in each task.

Sensory and Decision-Related Origins of Prestimulus Influences.
Rhythmic brain activity can affect the quality of early sensory
representations (13, 25) and can influence decision criteria or the
likelihood of evoking a motor response within frontoparietal
areas (11, 26, 27). Using linear discriminant analysis, we were
able to consistently separate earlier auditory from later-activated
frontoparietal networks. This allowed us to separately quantify
the impact of pretarget activity within these. Within auditory
networks the sensory evidence was significantly related to per-
ception, and hence pretarget activity could shape behavior via
two distinct but not mutually exclusive mechanisms: via scaling
the quality of sensory evidence or via another mechanism in-
dependent of the sensory input. We found that only power but
not phase had an influence on the sensory decision process in
these networks, and this was specific to the scaling of sensory
evidence. Within later-activated frontoparietal networks, we
found a consistent and direct influence of phase on choice. This
was not mediated by sensory evidence, as shown by the weak
influence of evidence on choice in this component and the ab-
sence of a statistical mediation effect. These results confirm
previously described influences of oscillatory phase on hearing
(4–7) and localize these to higher-level brain regions (see ref. 7
for a similar interpretation). In the intensity task, we also found a
direct effect of alpha power on choice. Hence, depending on the
task, both the amplitude and timing of oscillatory activity in
frontoparietal networks can shape sensory decisions (see ref. 11
for a similar conclusion in the somatosensory system).
Studies on prestimulus influences in EEG activity have often

focused on activity over selected electrodes, such as those car-
rying the strongest oscillatory power in a band of interest (28, 29)
or those generally known to yield strong evoked responses for
the modality of interest (6, 20). Our approach avoids these a
priori assumptions by considering the activity in a linear EEG
component, selected to recover the strongest EEG-based evi-
dence for discriminating the task-relevant stimuli. As shown by
recent work on the neural correlates of perceptual decisions (16–
18, 27), such a signal-driven selection of neuroimaging activity
may yield more powerful insights than the focus on individual
electrodes, especially as it naturally accounts for intersubject
variability and differences in task-relevant networks.
Previous studies using a target-in-background detection task

found that performance varied systematically with the target
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Fig. 4. Pretarget activity within frontoparietal networks and relation to
choice. Group-level regression statistics for both tasks and models (as in Fig.
3) for the frontoparietal component. Significant time-frequency clusters are
indicated in black (P < 0.05). The effect of sensory evidence on choice was
not significant for either task (main text). Within these networks, phase had
a direct effect on choice that was not mediated through sensory evidence.
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position relative to the background (4–6). We did not observe
such an effect here. One explanation is that in contrast to the
previous studies, target sounds were clearly audible and easy to
localize in time, whereas the extraction of their relative features
was difficult. A prominent theory suggests that the auditory
system engages in a rhythmic listening mode aligned to sensory
regularities when scanning complex scenes (30, 31). However, in
the present paradigm, detection was easy and a rhythmic mode
was possibly not engaged. As a result, we report the neural un-
derpinnings of rhythmic perceptual gating when the auditory
system is not entrained by the acoustic environment (9).

Reconciling Previous Work and Common Principles Across Modalities.
Previous studies diverged as to the specific frequency bands in
which prestimulus activity seems to guide perception. For ex-
ample, auditory detection was shown to depend on theta power
and phase (4), on delta phase (5, 6), or even on multifrequency
states (9). Further, temporal predictions were reported to de-
pend on delta and beta power and delta phase (19), whereas
speech discrimination was found to vary with alpha phase (7). In
the visual domain, alpha activity predicts detection performance
via power (32, 33), phase (3), or both (34), and similar findings
were reported in the somatosensory system (10, 11, 35). By di-
rectly comparing two tasks within the same participants, our
results demonstrate consistent patterns of prestimulus influences
(power–sensory evidence; phase–choice), but also show that the
relevant frequency bands differ between tasks. Hence, the di-
versity of previous reports is most parsimoniously explained by
differences in task-relevant networks that possibly engage neural
activity at distinct timescales, and by the intermingling of sensory
representations and choice-related activity in the analyzed sig-
natures of brain activity.
In line with this, we found that the topographies of the rele-

vant auditory components differed between tasks. This fits with
the understanding that the processing of pitch and loudness may
preferentially engage the ventral and dorsal auditory streams and
their frontal projections (21, 36–38). In both tasks, sensory evi-
dence was related to alpha/beta power. Previously, alpha power
has been linked to listening effort in challenging environments
(39) and may reflect the inhibition of interfering acoustic streams
(40), whereas beta activity has been linked to corticocortical
communication (10, 41). The observed alpha/beta effects could
reflect intrinsic processes within early auditory regions, such as
changes in the signal-to-noise ratio of sensory representations
(13). However, we cannot rule out network-level effects such as
changes in effective connectivity between auditory regions (10,
42). The phase of pretarget activity was relevant for perception
only within the frontoparietal networks. Studies on perceptual
decision making have described the rhythmic accumulation of
sensory evidence (26) and implied rhythmic phase as critical for
implementing the attentional selection in time (43). In line with
this, our results provide strong evidence to support a high-level
origin of prestimulus phase effects on perception. In the intensity
task, we also observed an influence of alpha power on choice.
Although we can only speculate as to the origin of this difference
between tasks, changes in decision criteria with alpha power have
been described previously (11, 27).
How does the absence of phase effects in the auditory com-

ponent fit with studies showing that the phase of rhythmic au-
ditory activity is dynamically aligned (“entrained”) to acoustic
regularities (44–46)? In principle, phase entrainment should lead
to an influence of phase on subsequent stimuli, a mechanism that
has been implied in the segmentation of acoustic scenes (47, 48).
In the present study, perception and auditory activity were not

strongly entrained by the background sound, and hence the
mechanisms linking phase and neural gain were possibly not
sufficiently engaged. The power of slow auditory cortical activity
has been related to changes in background spiking activity (13).
Background activity can change the quality of sensory repre-
sentations similar to changes in sensory gain associated with
phase (13), and this may be the explanation for the power de-
pendency of sensory evidence reported here.
It is important to note that our results are based on detecting

significant interactions between multiple variables. This leaves
the possibility that weaker (here not significant) effects may
exist. Furthermore, although the phase and power derived from
the same signal are frequently interpreted as reflecting distinct
neural processes, this may be ambiguous as to the underlying
neural generators (cf. SI Discussion). Still, the present results
show that the phase and power derived from the same band but
within distinct task-relevant networks can reflect neural processes
that contribute differentially to the sensory–decision cascade. No-
tably, the present results do not speak to the complementarity of
the phase/power influences in the auditory and frontoparietal
networks. Some studies have suggested that top–down interactions
between cognitive processes and sensory regions determine the
patterns of sensory encoding in sensory cortices (49, 50), and future
work is required to investigate the possibility that the two mecha-
nisms described here are part of the same large-scale process.

Materials and Methods
Data were obtained from 16 healthy adult participants following written
informed consent. The study was conducted in accordance with the Decla-
ration of Helsinki and was approved by the local ethics committee (College of
Science and Engineering, University of Glasgow). See SI Materials and
Methods for full details. In brief, we used two auditory discrimination tasks
based on pure tone targets embedded in a background sound, similar to
previous work (4) (Fig. 1A). In the frequency (intensity) task, subjects com-
pared the pitch (loudness) of subsequent tones and judged which of the two
was higher (louder). The second tone was always the standard, whereas the
first was higher or lower, varying over seven different levels. These levels
were equally spaced (in octaves or decibels) between a difference of 0 Hz
(0 dB) and twice each participant’s threshold. Frequency thresholds were
0.09 ± 0.103 octaves (mean ± SD) and intensity thresholds were 2.95 ±
1.60 dB. Data from three participants had to be excluded, and results are
presented for the 13 participants who each performed both tasks reliably.
We used multivariate discriminant analysis across all trials and stimulus levels
to localize EEG components that discriminated the two stimulus conditions
classified by the participants. Cluster analysis yielded three systematically
different components (Fig. 2C), for each of which we derived neurometric
curves and projections of single-trial activity. We exploited these projections
as an estimator of the underlying task-relevant activity (17, 18, 51), and
studied the relation between pretarget activity, sensory evidence (the pro-
jection value), and choice using multiple regression models (Fig. 3B): model I:
logistic regression of choice on power/phase to determine whether state
influences choice (as expected); and model II: linear regression of evidence
on power/phase to test whether state influences sensory representations.
Any potential effect of state on choice could possibly be mediated through
an effect on evidence (direct and indirect pathways in Fig. 3B). Mediation
analysis was used to dissociate these two possibilities (52) via a third model:
model III: logistic regression of choice on evidence and power/phase. Group-
level statistics was based on a cluster-based permutation procedure cor-
recting for multiple comparisons across time-frequency bins (53) and further
corrected for multiple comparisons across regression models, EEG compo-
nents, and tasks using the false discovery rate (FDR; at P <0.05).
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